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V432 Aur (= HD 37071 = BD +36Æ1204, spetral type G0) has been disovered asa variable star by the Hipparos satellite (HIC 26434, VT=8:m07, BT=8:m58, HP=8:m14)whih did not however reognized its type of variability. V432 Aur was therefore loggedas an \unsolved" variable in the Hipparos Catalogue (ESA 1997), with an amplitude ofHP= 0.47 mag. V432 Aur is loated (J2000.0) at �=05h37m32:s44 and Æ=+37Æ05012:004,orresponding to galati oordinates l=172:Æ18 and b=+02:Æ87. The parallax measuredby Hipparos is � = 8:43� 1:58 mas, orresponding to a distane of 118 p.The inability of Hipparos to reognize the type of variability for V432 Aur probablyderives from the low number of observations it was able to seured: 53 in the HP bandand 62 in both VT and BT bands. An amplitude of �0.4/0.5 mag and a spetral typeG0 suggested us that V432 Aur ould be an elipsing system, and we therefore deidedto plae it on the Asiago elipsing binary program (e.g. Dallaporta et al. 2000, 2002,Munari et al. 2001). At the time of writing, aquisition of radial veloities with theAsiago Ehelle+CCD spetrograph is progressing, while B,V photometry is ompleted.We present here only the basi photometri results, a full orbital solution inluding radialveloity data being postponed to the onlusion of the spetrosopi ampaign.We observed in B and V (standard Johnson �lters) from a private observatory nearCembra (Trento), Italy. The instrument was a 28 m Shmidt-Cassegrain telesopeequipped with an Opte SSP5 photometer. The diaphragm had a size of 77 arse,and the exposure time was usually 10 seonds. HD36974 (HIP 26385, VT=8:m249�0.016,BT = 9:052� 0:021, spetrum G5) was hosen as omparison star and HD36930(TYC2416 970 1, VT=8:m352�0.015, BT = 8:m835 � 0:020, spetrum F8) as a hek star.The omparison has been measured against the hek star at least one every observingrun. In all, 202 measures of the magnitude di�erene omparison-hek have been ol-leted, providing a onstant magnitude di�erene with a standard deviation of 0.006 mag.Our results therefore on�rm and improve Hipparos/Tyho �ndings that both the om-parison and the hek stars are not variable, and therefore well suitable to serve in thephotometry of V432 Aur.In all, 1407 measurements in V , and 1006 in B have been olleted of V432 Aur betweenDe. 1998 and Feb. 2002. All the observations were orreted for atmospheri extintion
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and olor orretions (via alibration on Landolt's equatorial �elds), and the instrumentaldi�erential magnitudes were transformed into the standard Johnson UBV system. Thevariable, omparison and hek stars are very lose on the sky so the atmospheri or-retions were rather small (6 armin for HD36974 and 10 armin for HD36930). Thelose similarity of the olor between the variable, omparison and hek stars and the fatthat all observations have been obtained for zenith distanes 60Æargue for a high internalonsisteny of our photometry of V432 Aur.As expeted, V432 Aur has turned out to be an elipsing binary system. Spetrosopyreveals it to be a nie SB2 system. The primary elipse follows the ephemeris:Min: I = HJD 2451571:4123(�0:0003) + 3:d08175(�0:00001)� E:The B and V photometri data folded to this ephemeris are presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. B, V and olor urves of V432 Aur folded to the 3.08175 day orbital period.
Both primary and seondary elipses are at bottomed with totality lasting about 0.035of the orbital period (�2.6 hours). The primary star (that behind at primary elipses)appears bluer by �(B � V ) �0.05 orresponding to �Teff �210 K. The primary elipseis �0.37 mag deep. The seondary is well entered at phase 0.5 (thus no indiation of aneentri orbit) and is �0.26 mag deep.The seondary star is intrinsially variable. As Figure 1 learly shows, there is a largedata satter during the primary elipse (�V �0.05 mag), that redues outside elipses
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(to �V �0.02 mag). The satter disappears during seondary elipse (or at least it goesbelow the �V �0.01 mag). Figure 2 o�ers an expanded view of the lighturve aroundthe primary and the seondary elipses. It is impossible to mark with di�erent symbolsdata belonging to individual observing runs, beause the V432 Aur data ome from 126di�erent observing nights.

Figure 2. Expanded view around the primary and seondary elipses of V432 Aur.
This satter pattern is not onneted to instrumental e�ets (observations from manydi�erent nights ontributes to the light urve around both the primary and seondaryelipses), nor to variability of the omparison and/or hek stars, that have been provento be photometrially highly stable. The piture is onsistent with the seondary star inV432 Aur being itself variable.Whih type of variable the seondary star might be is too unertain at the moment.The time-sale of variability seems longer than a few hours. We have investigated thedata outside elipses searhing for some indiation of periodiity but without suess.Given the minimal di�erene in B � V , the seondary star seems a ouple of sub-typesooler than the primary, or a G2 star. More sophistiated investigations are required todetermine whih type of variable star is the seondary star in V432 Aur, and they willbe attempted when the spetrosopi ampaign will be onluded and the full orbitalsolution ahieved.Finally, Figure 3 graphs for omparison the Hipparos and Tyho data folded to theorbital ephemeris above derived for V432 Aur. The pauity of HP data in the elipsesand the large noise of the VT and BT data aount for the unsolved variable status ofV432 Aur in the Hipparos atalogue.
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Figure 3. Hipparos HP and Tyho BT and VT data for V432 Aur folded to the 3.08175 day orbitalperiod.
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